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Abstract 

 

In this paper mildly-regular topological space was introduced via the concept of 

mildly g-open sets. Many properties of mildly - regular space are investigated and 

the interactions between mildly-regular space and certain types of topological 

spaces are considered. Also the concept of strong mildly-regular space was 

introduced and a main theorem on this space was proved.    
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries 
 

Throughout this paper X is topological space and no separation axioms are 

assumed. For a subset A of a space X the symbols  of closure, interior and the 

complement of A with respect to a topological space (X,) will be denoted by cl 

A, int A and A c, respectively. By clA(B) and intA(B) we mean the closure and 

the interior operators for a subset B with respect to the relative topology A on a 

subspace (A,A) of a topological space (X,X).  The concept of generalized closed 

set introduced by Levine [1], recall that a subset A of a space X is called g-closed 

if cl(A)  subset of every open set in X containing A. the complement of g-closed 

set is called g-open. In 2004 J. K. Park and J. H. Park [4] introduce the concept 

of mildly closed set and this concept was developed by P.G. Palanimani and 

R.parimelazhagan [2, 3]. A subset A of a space X is called   mildly closed set if 

cl(int(A))U, whenever AU and U is g-open, the complement of  mildly closed 

set is called  mildly open. 
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2. Mildly - regular space 
 

      Beginning this section with the definition of mildly- regular space.    

Definition 2.1. A space X is called mildly-regular if for each a  X and every 

closed set F in X such that aF, there exists disjoint mildly open sets U and V in 

X such that F U, aV.  

    Now we will show that the mildly open set in any space still mildly open in any 

closed subspace but before that we need following lemma. 

 

Lemma 2.2. [1] Let (A, A) be a subspace of space X and suppose B be a subset 

of A such that B is a g-closed set relative to A and A is a g-closed subset of X. 

Then B is g-closed relative to X. 

 

Theorem 2.3. Let (A, A) be a closed subspace of a space X then every mildly 

open set of X is mildly open set relative to A. 

 

Proof. Let BAX, such that A is closed in X and B is mildly open in X.  .By 

duality of definition of mildly closed, a set B is mildly open in X if and only if for 

each g-closed set F in X such that FB then Fint(cl(B)). Let GB and G is g-

closed set relative to A, since A is closed then A is g-closed so by lemma 2.2.  G 

is g-closed relative to X, but B is mildly open relative to X, hence G intX 

(clX(B))  intX (clX(B))A intA (clX(B)) intA (clX(BA)) intA 

((clX(B) clX (A)) intA ((clX(B) (A)) intA ((clA(B)) and this complete the 

proof. 

 

Definition2.4. [5] The mildly closure of a set A, denoted by mcl(A), is the 

intersection of all mildly closed sets containing A. 

 

In the following theorems we give a characterization of mildly-regular space. 

 

Theorem 2.5. A topological space X is  mildly-regular if and only if for every  x 

X  and every open set U such that   xU, there exists a mildly open set V such 

that xV mcl(V) U. 

 

Proof. Suppose X is mildly regular and U an open set containing xX . Thus 

xUc
 so there exist disjoint mildly open sets V  and W containing x and  Uc 

respectively, also VWc and Wc is mildly closed  hence mcl(V) mcl(Wc) and 

hence mcl(V) WcU, then we have xV  mcl(V) U. For sufficiency let 

xF where F is closed set in X then xFc and Fc is open, so there exist mildly g-

open set V such that  xV  mcl(V)  Fc implies  F(mcl(V))c and (mcl(V))c is 

mildly g-open set. But V  (mcl(V))c = hence xV , F (mcl(V))c and we have 

done. 
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Theorem 2.6. A topological space X is a mildly-regular space if and only if for 

every  x X  and every open set V  belong to finite base B  such that   xV, there 

exists a mildly open set U such that xU  and cl(int(U)) V. 

 

Proof.  Since xVc and Vc closed, so there exist disjoint mildly open sets U1,U2 

such that xU1 and Vc U2  then we have U1  ( U2 )
c V. Furthermore, (U2 )

c is 

mildly closed set  and V is open set so V is g-open set,  then by definition of  

mildly closed set we have that cl( int(U1))  cl (int  (U2 )
c) V. For sufficiency 

let xX and F be a closed subset of X such that xF and suppose V1, 

V2,……VkB such that x⋂ 𝑉𝑖𝑘
𝑖=1   Fc. Thus there exist a mildly open set Ui  

such  that x Ui and cl(int(Ui))Vi for i=1,2,……,k . Then the mildly open sets 

U1=⋂ 𝑉𝑖𝑘
𝑖=1  and U2= (⋂ 𝑐𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑈𝑖)𝑘

𝑖=1 )c are disjoint such that xU1 and 

F(⋂ Vi𝑘
𝑖=1 )c  (⋂ 𝑐𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑡(Ui)𝑘

𝑖=1 )c  =U2 

 

Definition2.7. A space X is called weakly mildly- Hausdorff  if for each distinct 

points  x,yX  such that xcl(Vy) where Vy any mildly open set containing y then 

there exist a disjoint mildly open sets V, W containing x and y respectively.     

 

Propostion2.8. Every mildly regular topological space is weakly mildly- 

Hausdorff.   

 

Proof. Let X be a mildly regular space and let x,y be any distinct points in X 

suppose xcl(Vy) where Vy be any mildy open set containing x . Now since X is 

mildly regular then there exist disjoint mildly open sets Ux and Uy such that xUx 

and ycl(Vy)  Uy implies X is weakly Hausdorff space. If ycl(Vx) the proof is 

similar. 

 

Definition2.9. [7] A space X is called mildly- Hausdorff if for each distinct points 

x,yX  there exist two disjoint mildly-open sets Ux and Uy containing x and y 

respectively.   

 

The following example showed that the quotient topology of the mildly regular 

space can be mildly Hausdorff space. 

 

Example 2.10. Let X be mildly regular space and F be a closed subset of X. 

Define a relation on X as follow, xy if and only if either x,y in F or  if x,yF 

then x=y. We can see that  is an equivalents relation, to prove that X/ with the 

quotient topology is mildly Hausdorff space take [x],[y] in X/ such that [x][y], 

in this case we can see that either x or y belong to F and the other may not so let x 

in F and yF , but F is closed in the mildly regular space X then there exists 

disjoint  mildly open sets U and V such that [x]FU and [y]V  therefore X is 

mildly Hausdorff space. 
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In the following example we show that the quotient space of mildly regular space 

need not be mildly regular. 

 

Example 2.11. Take the real line with usual topology and let P: R  A, where A 

={a,b,c} defined as follow: 

 

 

𝑃(𝑥) = {

𝑎      𝑖𝑓 𝑥0
𝑏       𝑖𝑓 𝑥0
𝑐      𝑖𝑓𝑥 = 0

 

 

Then the quotient topology on A will be T={,{a},{b},{a,b},{a,b,c}}  and A with 

the topology T is not mildly regular space  but R with usual topology is mildly 

regular. 

 

Definition 2.12. [5] A function f: XY is called mildly irresolute if the inverse 

image of each mildly open set in Y is mildly open set in X. 

 

The following proposition showed that the property of mildly regular space invers 

preserving under injective closed mildly irresolute function 

 

Proposition 2.13. Let f: X  Y be a closed mildly irresolute injective function 

and Y is mildly regular space then X is mildly regular space. 

 

Proof. Let x be a point in X and A be any closed subset of X such that xA, then 

f(A) is closed in a space Y  such that f(x)f(A) and by mildly regularity of Y 

there exists disjoint mildly-open sets U,V such that  f(A)   U and f(x)V. Clear 

that Af -1(f(A))f -1(U) and xf -1(V) also  f -1(U) f -1(V) = for instance see 

[6] , but f is mildly irresolute implies  f -1(U), f -1(V) are mildly open subsets of X 

which complete the proof. 

 

Definition 2.14. [7] A function f: XY is called M- open if the image of each 

mildly-open set in X is mildly open set in Y. 

 

Proposition 2.15. Let f: X  Y be a bijective, M- open and continuous function 

and X is mildly regular space then Y is mildly- regular space. 

 

Proof. Let  B  be a closed set in Y and y  B, then  f -1 (B)  X and f -1  (y) f -1 

(B). Now f -1 (B) is closed in X, X is mildly regular space then there exists disjoint 

mildly open sets U and V such that f -1(B)  U and f -1(y) ϵV, but f is M – open 

then it is very easy to see that f(U) and f(V) are disjoint  mildly open sets in Y 

containing B and y respectively.  
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3. Strongly mildly regular 
 

Definition 3.1. A space is called strong mildly-regular space if for any yM, M 

mildly closed there exist two disjoint open sets U and V such that yU and MV. 

It is very easy to see that every strong mildly-regular is mildly-regular. 

The following example showed that the convers need not necessarily true. 

 

Example 3.2.  The space X={a,b,c} with topology  T={X,,{a},{b,c}} is mildly-

regular but not strong mildly-regular 

We can characterize strongly mildly regular space as follows: 

 

Theorem.3.3. Let X be a topological space then the following are equivalent:  

(1) X is strongly mildly regular  

(2)  for each yU, U is mildly open, there exist open set V such that yV 

cl(V)U 

(3) For each yX and mildly closed set U, such that yU, there exist an open set 

V such that yV and cl (V)Uc . 

 

Proof. (1)(2) since yUc and Uc is mildly closed  then there exist V and W 

such that yV and Uc W where W and V are disjoint open sets and it is very 

easy to see that cl(V)Wc
 hence cl(V) Uc  cl(V) W= and hence cl (V)U. 

     (2) (3) We can apply (2) on y and Uc to find open set V such that yV 

cl(V)Uc 

    (3) (1) let y be any point in X and U any  mildly closed subset of X such that 

yU, then we can find two disjoint open sets V and (cl (V))c such that yV and 

U(cl (V))c . 

 

Definition3.4. [7] A function f:XY is said to be M- closed if the image of 

mildly closed set in X is mildly closed in Y.  

In the following theorem we can apply proposition 2.13 to show that the strongly 

mildly regular property invers preserved under continuous M-closed function  

 

Theorem 3.5. If f: XY injective, continuous, M- closed function and Y is 

strongly mildly regular then X is strongly mildly regular.  

 

Proof. Let A be a mildly closed subset of a topological space X and let x be any 

point belong to X and xA, then f(A) is mildly closed set and f(x)f(A), but Y is 

strongly mildly regular so there exist disjoint open sets U,V in Y such that f(x)V 

and f(A)U, but Af -1(f(A))f -1(U) and xf -1(V) hence f -1(U) ,f -1(V) are 

disjoint open sets containing x and A respectively. Thus X is strongly mildly 

regular. 
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Lemma 3.6.[5] Suppose that BAX, and B is mildly closed set relative to A 

and A is g-open and mildly closed set relative to X, then B is mildly closed 

relative to X. 

 

The following theorem showed that the property of being strongly mildly regular 

space is hereditary under some conditions  

 

Theorem 3.7. Let X be a mildly regular space and A be a g-open and mildly 

closed subspace of X then A is mildly regular space. 

 

Proof.  Let FA be a mildly closed set relative to A and xA such that x FA. By 

the above lemma FA is mildly closed set relative to X so there exist disjoint open 

sets U,V such that yV and FA U. Now it is clear that AU and AV are 

disjoint open sets relative to A containing FA and x respectively. 
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